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1 Introduction

The design and development of flying platforms is not a new concept, it has been an
ongoing task by the United States military since 1964 [1]. Billions of dollars have been
spent researching and developing uninhabited (or unmanned) aerial vehicles (UAVs) for
a variety of different purposes.
In the military field, UAVs could be considered as a cost-effective alternative for
important missions such as gathering electro-optical information, delivering munitions,
deceiving and jamming radars, and as targets for missile tests [2]. Civil applications of
UAVs are providing topographical data for geographical researches, agricultural
spraying, meteorological measurements at high altitude, pollution studies, traffic reports
and a large range of other applications [3].
Many of the applications above use or obtain information. There are currently two ways
in which UAVs can relay information. The first is by the use of wireless
communications such as satellite communication, this method is currently been utilised
by UAVs such as the RQ-3A DarkStar Tier III Minus [4] and Predator [5]. The second is
by information storage to a hard drive of some description which can then be read upon
return of the UAV. This is currently being used by the Australian military to track
"rebels" and "gangs of thugs” on the Solomon Islands, it is used as it is more secure than
sending transmissions that maybe intercepted [1].
UAVs are more preferable to manned aircraft as a result of the reduced expenses and a
lesser restriction of flight destinations. For example, fuel costs are generally lower, there
are no pilot costs, and they are able to enter toxic environments with no major cause for
concern. For these reason and many others the UAV market is expected to grow by a
compound annual growth rate of 12.2% and have an annual revenue of $6.78 billion by
the year 2008 [6]. Therefore the importance and relevance to real world applications can
be seen and forms good reason to undertake this project. Further information on UAVs is
discussed in Section 2.2.
This project is a continuation of the work that has been undertaken by students at the
University of Exeter since 2001. Its final goal is to design and develop an autonomous
unmanned aerial vehicle (AUAV). The work set was based on the suggestions
formulated by the 2003 group. Its aims were to adapt the current design to enable an on
board power supply, use an IC engine, and increase the reliability of the control system.
This report covers the management of the project, aspects of propulsion, and then
concentrates on control sensor manipulation.
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2 Background Research

The concept of an autonomous flying platform is not new, however it is a difficult
concept to grasp when approaching the field of avionics for the first time. Therefore
before work was set on project objectives, background research was necessary to give an
indication of what aspect will be involved in the design and development of flying
platforms. Thus the project reports of the previous years were analysed and a internet
search on current UAVs were performed.

2.1 Flying Platform Definition

The definition of a flying platform as stated by [7] reads “a device that can take off
vertically, can hover, and has a gross weight of less than 1000 lbs”. The definition of
autonomous is “Able to act independently. In the case of Swift, this means that the
spacecraft can repoint itself without ground controllers feeding it commands” [8]. This
implies that there must be an incorporation of a propulsion and control system which
must work in unison to achieve the overall objective of stable flight. The next section
will discuss current UAVs their purpose and other important factors.

2.2 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) to Date

UAVs can be either autonomous or semi-autonomous i.e. controlled remotely. The area
that this project is concerned with is autonomous, although some semi-autonomous
UAVs can provide the necessary scope to enable a better understanding of certain
operations.

2.2.1 RQ-2 Global Hawk

The "R" is the Department of Defence designation for reconnaissance; "Q" means
unmanned aircraft system. The current range is RQ-1 to RQ-7. Each Global Hawk costs
$15 million to manufacture. This UAV is over 40 feet long, and thus requires a very
large run-way for take-offs and landings. Controlled by a human operator, not an onboard computer, the Global Hawk can stay in the air for as long as 40 hours. In that time,
and without stopping once to re-fuel, it can travel 3,000 miles to its target, focus upon an
area of up to 3,000 square miles, from as high up as 65,000 feet. This area can be
analysed by the use electro-optical, infra-red and Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
cameras to take pictures of the ground. This information can then use wireless
technology or satellites to transmit those pictures in "real time"; and then return back to
its base station. The Global Hawk was first used by the Department of Defence to help
NATO bombers spot potential targets in the 1998 war over Kosovo [1]. A picture of the
Global Hawk can be seen in Figure 2.2.1.1.

Figure 2.2.1.1. Global Hawk [1]
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2.2.2 General Atomics’ RQ-1 Predator

The Predator as shown in Figure 2.2.2.1 is quite similar to the Global Hawk, it also
requires a human operator and a long run-way for take-offs and landings. But at $4.5
million each, the 27-foot-long Predator is cheaper and smaller [5]. As a result, it is worth
the risk of being sighted and shot-down which explains why the Predator is normally
flown at relatively low altitudes of 25,000 feet and below. Predators were first deployed
for reconnaissance and surveillance operations ("RQ-1") by the US military during the
1995 civil war in Bosnia. Since then Predators have been used more extensively, for
instance the USA's assault on Afghanistan in October 2001 [9]. Although they were not
used in the March 2003 assault on Iraq as 12% of them crashed in 2001 as a result of bad
weather and technical problems [9].

Figure 2.2.2.1. Predator [5]

2.2.3 Sikorsky’s Cypher

The Cypher as shown in Figure 2.2.3.1 can be relatively small with some versions only
being 8 feet tall, 3 feet wide, and a weight of 30 pounds, which allow it to enter
buildings as well as hover above or land on top of them [9]. The uniqueness of the
Cypher isn't simply a matter of its small size and manoeuvrability. Unlike the Global
Hawk and the Predator, the Cypher is a fully automated uninhabited spy plane, it simply
needs to know where to go to find its targets. Once given this information, the Cypher
can launch itself vertically, like a helicopter and can use the military's network of Global
Positioning Satellites (GPS) to find out where its launch has placed it. It uses a variety of
on-board cameras to see where it needs to go, and purposely built internal computer
programs to inform it that it has reached its destination, what to do, and when to return to
the base station [10].

Figure 2.2.3.1. Cypher [1]
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2.2.4 RQ-3 Darkstar

The DarkStar as shown in Figure 2.2.4.1 was a low observable tactical reconnaissance
UAV designed by The Lockheed Martin Skunkworks. It is remotely controlled by a
computer, and can hover over high threat areas whilst being invisible to detection. At
$10 million it would have provided an affordable, near real time, continuous, all weather,
wide area surveillance in support of tactical commanders. It can fly at an altitude of
45,000 feet, and could hover over a target area 500 miles from its launch site for eight
hours, evading detection and defence with its low observable design. The Department of
Defence cancelled the Dark Star UAV program in February 1999 due to budget cuts.
Given a trade-off between stealth and range, the Air Force chose the range of the non
stealthy Global Hawk over Darkstar's stealth [11].

Figure 2.2.4.1 DarkStar [4]

2.2.5 The Hoverbot

Of all the UAVs investigated the Hoverbot was the most informative as it was closely
linked to the group’s current design and it exhibited the same budgetary constraints. The
Hoverbot was the result of similar University project to this one, carried out by the
University of Michigan.
The Hoverbot had four rotor heads and four electric motors to complement them. It also
comprised of eight sensors for control, these included; three gyros primarily used to
measure the rate of rotation about the roll, pitch and yaw axes and control the damping.
Three accelerometers to measure accelerations in the x, y, and z directions, and were
used for the overall control. One ultrasonic sensor for close proximity height sensing, to
an accuracy of a few millimetres, and one fluxgate compass for heading information to
±0.5°. The fluxgate compass could not replace the gyro because of its slow sampling
time e.g. in the order of 0.4 seconds [12].
The design of the Hoverbot led to understanding of the current platform in the sense of
rotor or ducted fan position. I.e. “the distributed weight of the 4 rotor heads increases the
moment of inertia and thereby the time constant of the system” [12] this in turn enables
more time to sense changes and correct them, hence explains the current position of the
ducted fans in the current platform design.
This design also gave an insight into how the current platform can be controlled. Figure
2.2.5.1.a shows that increasing two adjacent fans will cause the platform to tilt and create
a thrust component perpendicular to side that was raised.
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Figure 2.2.5.1.b shows that by having counter rotating fans the platform should stabilise
itself with respect to yaw, which is the horizontal rotation of the platform. Although this
will only hold true if the moment induced on each fan is the same, as the reactive force
of the blades against air must cancel each other. By using this information the platform
can be forced to rotate right or left depending on which pair is increased.
The height control of the platform can be achieved by collectively increasing or
decreasing the power to all four motors in normal operation, or by increasing or
decreasing opposite pairs when performing horizontal rotation.

Figure 2.2.5.1. Controlling the Hoverbot [12]
The Hoverbot also touched on control issues that may be useful for controlling the
current platform. For instance the main control block or Multiple Input Multiple Output
(MIMO) where all the sensor information is fed and then manipulated in such a way that
it can control the motors accordingly, [12] states that for complete control and
stabilisation, each output must be affected by all inputs. This may be implemented by the
use of complex compensation algorithms.
The actual control of the Hoverbot was never implemented and tested fully. A prototype
was built, but soon after funding ran out and they were forced to stop the project.

2.3 Conclusions of UAVs to Date

As can be seen from Section 2.2 it is clear that the possibility of being able to develop a
fully autonomous flying platform is feasible, though it generally requires vast amounts
of money and expertise. This research demonstrated that the main aspects to consider
whilst designing flying platforms are issues of control, structure and propulsion.
Control can be broken into two discrete sections, height and stability. The height control
manipulates the vertical motion of the platform, it is the simplest to implement and can
be achieved by the use of several different methods. Such methods include the use of
accelerometers, ultrasonic sensors and GPS etc.
The stability control will affect the platforms ability to stay level, manoeuvre, and stay
airborne. It is normally very difficult to achieve and requires accurate sensors such as
gyros, complex compensation algorithms, and complex electronic circuitry.
The structural design is very important. It has to be as light as possible whilst still
maintain structural integrity during flights. It also dramatically affects the stability of the
platform as it dictates the majority of constants in the control algorithms. The most
common type of failures associated with flying platforms are due to inadequate stability
control [9].
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The propulsion system of a platform must also take great priority. It is generally the
heaviest component of a platform and dictates how the platform is controlled. There are
several options for propulsion systems; current designs include Internal Combustion (IC)
engines, gas turbines, and electric motors. By making a choice on the drive part of the
system you must also remember to incorporate the drive necessities e.g. nitro methane
fuel or battery cells etc.

2.4 Analysis of Previous Groups’ Efforts

It was evident from reading the 2003 reports, that the main issues they covered were the
stability control, structural design, and propulsion aspects of the platform. They achieved
a lot in the time given. They fully designed and constructed their structure and control
circuitry. They also researched, ordered, and incorporated five ducted fans into their
structure. They managed to test the stability control in one axis with relative success,
and performed several tethered flights.
However, their control circuitry was prone to excessive drift, and the sensors they used
were constantly failing. They did not perform complete autonomous flight. As they
could not source a power supply light enough to go on the platform and powerful enough
to power the ducted fans. As a result they used very large and heavy batteries and
attached them to the platform via an umbilical cord.
Several recommendations were formed by the group members and these include [13]:
• Implementation of Digital control – to reduce the control system to just sensors,
processor and fan motors, allowing flexibility and change of control values.
• Use an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) – to replace all the current unreliable
sensors.
• Develop control theory in parallel with physical improvements.
• PID and PD improvement – in the area of matching and varying time constants.
• Widen operation amplifier operating regions – to gain a more accurate and
responsive voltage range.
• Consider counter rotating fans – to reduce yaw effects.
• Consider anhedral design or design for effective mass distribution – to create
inherent stability.
• Research new battery technology – to drive current electric motors.
• Investigate applications of current power sources – to determine if there is
another way to obtain the power required to drive the electrical control fans.
This information when coupled with the research into UAVs and discussions with all the
group members and project supervisors helped form the product design specification
(PDS). More detail on the PDS is discussed in Section 3.1.
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3 Project Management

Project management has evolved in order to plan, coordinate and control the complex
and diverse activities of modern industrial and commercial projects. Its purpose is to
foresee or predict as many of the dangers and problems as possible and to plan, organise
and control activities so that the project is completed as successfully as possible in spite
of all the risks. Project management starts before any resources are committed, and must
continue until all work is finished. “The aim is for the final result to satisfy the project
sponsor, within the promised timescale and without using more money and other
resources than those that were originally set or budgeted” [14].

3.1 Product Design Specification (PDS)

The end result of a project must be fit for the purpose for which it was intended.
Therefore it is important to define exactly what was expected of the group from the onset
of project. At the beginning of the project an initial PDS was formed [Appendix 1]. This
document was important as it dictated the initial organisation of the group and its set of
objectives.
Although this PDS listed what was expected from the project, it was subject to
change provided the changes made were justified with relevant information. An example
of this was the initial concepts of batteries. It was disregarded as there are none currently
available which have the required power to weight ratio necessary for platform use.

3.2 Initial Group Structure

Initially it was decided that within the group there must three fixed positions. These
positions consisted of:
•
•
•

Chairman – to conduct and chair meetings, and to ensure that deadlines were
set and met each week.
Treasurer – to ensure that all moneys spent on the project were properly
budgeted and accounted for. Also to make sure that the project supervisors
were consulted before any large purchases are made.
Secretary – to accurately minute each meeting so that there is a record of the
discussions and deadlines covered. These minutes would then be used for
future reference and to resolve any disputes.

These positions were set throughout the whole duration of the project so that continuity
existed. The position of Chairman was allocated to Liam Dushynsky, Treasurer to Kevin
Lowis, and Secretary to James Mackenzie-Burrows.
After this initial allocation the group structure took the form of Figure 3.2.1. This
structure resembles a project team organisation structure as it consisted of a team that
has been specially assembled for the specific purpose. The project manager is in direct
command, with complete authority for directing the participants so that the project meets
all the objectives [15].
This structure is also flat which is ideal for communication throughout the group, but it
does have its drawbacks, the main one being that the project manager needs to be able to
understand how all the various participants operate, and to appreciate at least in outline
their particular skills, working methods, problems and weaknesses. This demands a
fairly wide degree of general experience.
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Liam Dushynsky (LD)

Alex Tombling
(AT)

Kevin Lowis (KL)

Chris Poczka (CP)

Rebecca Hughes
(RCH)

Richard Forder (RF)

Jody Muelaner (JM)

James MackenzieBurrows (JMB)

Richard Holbrook
(RH)

Figure 3.2.1. Initial Group Structure

3.3 Group Organisation

It is obvious that if all the project objectives are to be achieved, the people,
communications, jobs and resources must be properly organised. But the form which this
organisation should take might not be so obvious. Effective organisation will ensure that
clear lines of authority exist, and that every member of the project knows what he or she
must do to make the project a success. This was the goal of the management throughout
this project.
After the initial group structure had been decided upon, the way in which the group
would operate had to be confirmed.

3.3.1 Meetings

There was a group decision on structure and times of the meetings. It was decided that
unofficial group meetings would be held every Monday at 10am, so that the progress
over the weekend could be discussed, and official meetings with supervisors would be
held every Thursday. The meeting times were chosen as to not conflict with any of the
group members timetables, and it allowed for certain rooms to be booked for the
duration of the project at those set times. The meetings followed a consistent structure.
This structure can be seen in [Appendix 2].
Meeting agendas were made available to each of the group members and supervisors
prior to every meeting. As can be seen from [Appendix 2] the agenda consisted of
numbered sections that were relevant to that particular meeting and date, e.g. 30/10 6.3,
referred to the 30th October, the 6th meeting, section 3 which is the Chairman’s report.
This was done so that the minutes could match up to the meeting.
The minutes of the meeting served several purposes throughout the duration of the
project. They displayed a list of attendance, which was used to check when certain
members of the group were absent. They were a record of when ideas and concepts were
first discussed and they illustrated any problems that group members were having at any
particular time. They also listed all the tasks that were set during the meeting or that
were already pending. This was so that group members could check their records in their
log books and compare it to what was actually noted so that any confusion could be
rectified before the next meeting. A copy of the minutes can be seen in [Appendix 3].
Like the agendas they were made available to all members of the group prior to the
meeting.
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3.3.2 Section Allocation

For the group to work effectively as possible, areas of work were not initially set by any
one person. The group as a whole reviewed all of the previous year’s reports and
concluded which sections they believed they would like to pursue. By doing this all
members actively took responsibility for their particular sections, and there was no cause
for resentment within the group.
This section allocation was susceptible to change throughout the duration of the project.
There were numerous reasons for the possibility of change the main one being a
realignment of resources as to ensure that critical tasks were met.

3.3.3 Communication

Efficient organisation and communication is essential for motivating all the group
members. A well-motivated group can be a joy to work with and will generally produce
good results. Whereas a badly informed group, with vague responsibilities and
ambiguous levels of status and authority, is likely to be poorly motivated, slow to
achieve results, and extremely frustrating to work with.
The prerequisite of good management communications is the provision of adequate
feedback paths through and across the group. This allows progress to be monitored,
difficulties to be reported back to the project manager and advice to be given on any
problems that arise.
Communication was achieved by several different means throughout the duration of the
project. The most obvious was at group meetings where all group members were present,
and discussions of problems, current progress, and expectations could be carried out.
Another method of communication was via the internet which allowed for
communication of information over weekends and other periods of time where contact
between members was difficult. The last and probably most effective method of
communication was the introduction of core time. Core time was set in place to make
sure that all members of the group were on the university campus at set periods of time.
These times were set at 11am-1pm every Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, although
each week did vary depending on the current circumstances. This enabled group
members to ascertain information from other group members almost instantly. The lab in
which the group worked in had a white board which was dedicated to this time. The inout board can be seen in Figure 3.3.3.1. This was used to show where all the group
members were during core time. It was found to be so effective that it was commonly
used at other times as well.

Figure 3.3.3.1. In-Out Board
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3.3.4 Information

Information exchange is a result of communication. For the group to be effective
information had to be shared with ease. There were several ways in which the group did
this. The main method was by handouts at group meetings, this was usually done when a
group member was explaining his or her work within the meeting. Another method was
by WebCT.
WebCT is a program designed by Exeter University and its role is to act as an
information storage site on the internet that can be accessed from anywhere, providing
the right username and password are inserted. WebCT is where the minutes and agendas
for each meeting were stored. Folders were also set up that covered different aspects of
the project, these folders could then be added to by posting information into them. For
instance, all project management files that were created by the chairman were put into
the project management folder. This could be accessed by any of the group members
from any location, which allowed them to review the project status whenever they
wanted to without seeking consultation from the chairman. Once WebCT was up and
running, a file was created that listed the last five updates. This was done to save time in
searching for newly uploaded files through all the various folders. Screen shots of
WebCT can be seen in [Appendix 4, Figures 4.1 and 4.2].
The last method used to display information was the use of the whiteboards and walls in
the workshop. The white boards were used for either teaching purposes between group
members or for keeping other members informed of the current situation, i.e. pending
tasks. The walls were used to display project management information. Large versions of
the Project analysis, in the form of Gantt Charts, Tracking Gantts, and Network diagrams
were printed out and attached to the wall for all group members to see and relate to.
More information on the Project analysis can be seen in Section 3.4. An example of this
method can be seen in Figure 3.3.4.1.

Figure 3.3.4.1. Tracking Gantt displayed on the workshop wall

3.4 Project Analysis

The need for project planning has always been present in project coordination. Ideally
strategic plans are made before the start of an operation and by following them; the
operation is successfully concluded [16]. However this is not the case as operations
rarely go according to plan. This was evident within the early stages of “The Design and
Development of the Flying Platform” project.
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3.4.1 Initialisation of the Project Plan

After the initial group structure was formed and the PDS was specified. The group
collaboratively made suggestions on what was believed to be the course of action for the
project and what tasks may be involved in carrying out these actions. The results of this
initial brainstorming session were collaborated and are depicted in [Appendix 5 Figure
5.1]. This initial depiction of the project was good in the sense that an overall
understanding of the project was obtained, but it lacked in terms action order. Therefore
a flow chart of this initial overview was constructed and can be seen in [Appendix 5
Figure 5.2].
After the flow of the project was determined, it was suggested that each group member
should have an individual flow chart to illustrate what they would do. This idea was
abandoned as the group members believed that this was an inefficient use of time, as
their objectives would be likely to change and therefore making the flowchart useless.
An example of the proposed individual flow chart can be seen in [Appendix 5 Figure
5.3].

3.4.2 Planning and Scheduling Methods

The flow chart of the initial overview as shown in [Appendix 5 Figure 5.2] formed the
basic project plan. For this plan to be useful it had to be manipulated in such a way that
timescales could be added and the interrelationships between all the tasks could be seen
with ease. This led to the investigation of several planning and scheduling methods. The
main methods investigated were Gantt Charts and Network Analysis.

3.4.2.1

Gantt Charts

3.4.2.2

Network Analysis

Named after Henry Gantt (1861-1919) [17], these charts are represented by bars that are
drawn or constructed on a scale where the horizontal axis is directly proportional to time.
They can be used to show logical progression of tasks by the addition of arrows. They
have the advantage that they are simple to draw and read, good for static environments,
and useful for providing an overview of project activities. They also have the
disadvantage of being difficult to update manually when there are many changes, they
can quickly become obsolete and therefore are discredited, they do not equate time with
cost, and they do not help with optimising resource allocation [18].
Network analysis is a generic term for several project planning methods which can be
traced back to developments in Europe and elsewhere, but their full exploitation was
seen in the late 1950s, when they were used with great success and much publicity for
the planning and control of US defence projects [17]. They are now commonly found
throughout companies around the world. Networks are weak in their ability to set out
tasks on a time-scale although they do have the advantage of being able to provide the
more powerful notation needed to show all the logical interdependencies between
different tasks. They also allow priorities to be quantified based on an analysis of all the
task duration estimates. Those tasks that cannot be delayed without endangering the
project completion time are identified as critical, and all other tasks can be ranked
according to their degree of criticality [19]. The types of Networks systems considered
were the arrow networks, these include:
• Arrow Diagrams (ADM)
• Critical Path Analysis (CPA)
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Programme Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT)

3.4.2.3

Software Packages

3.4.2.4

Method Choice and Reasoning

Before a decision could be made on which planning and scheduling method to choose,
there had to be an investigation of the software packages that were available. The cost of
the software, its functional abilities, and ease of use were all determining factors. The
main software products considered are listed below:
• eTaskMaker [18]
• Plan for Windows [21]
• Project Kick Start [22]
• WBS Chart Pro [23]
• PERT Chart Expert [23]
• Microsoft Project [24]
Whilst considering all the factors in the preceding sections, it was decided that the
project analysis methods to be used were; Gantt Charts, Tracking Gantts and Network
Diagrams. This was so that the initial project plan could have a time scale and could be
clearly seen by the use of a Gantt chart. Then any progress or modifications could be
made and then seen by the use of a Tracking Gantt. Then the Network Diagrams would
be able to show all interrelationships between the activities and display their start and
finish dates. Thus by using all these methods all aspects vital for good project planning
and scheduling would be covered.
The software program used to carryout this project analysis was Microsoft Project 2003,
as it has the ability to perform all the functions necessary and no duplication of data is
necessary. This is possible as it can use the same information for each of the three
methods. Added advantages are that it is relatively easy to manoeuvre between methods,
critical paths can be added, it is free, and it is relatively easy to use.

3.4.3 Planning and Scheduling

After the flow chart of the initial overview was constructed and the planning and
scheduling techniques were decided, an initial Gantt chart was constructed as can be
seen in [Appendix 5 Figure 5.4]. This Gantt chart was displayed to the rest of the group
and altered accordingly subject to any inaccuracies. A baseline was set so that any
alterations made in the future could update the chart without erasing the old version.
Once the first chart was agreed on, it was displayed in the workshop and on WebCT
along with the current Network diagram. An example of the displayed Network diagrams
can be seen in [Appendix 5 Figure 5.5]. By displaying the information in this way it
allowed all members of the group to study the projects progress at any time. The Gantt
chart was then subsequently updated at a periodic rate of one month and displayed in the
form of a Tracking Gantt. The Tracking Gantts showed the current situation compared to
the initial planned progress see [Appendix 5 Figure 5.6].
For this method of planning and scheduling to be effective, it relied on constant
communication and feedback from the group members. For the first few versions of the
Project analysis, it was found that group members did not actively check the project plan
and feedback any information as a consequence. This was believed to be due to the
nature of the charts not being easy to scan for particular tasks. Therefore resources i.e.
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discipline’s of the project, were allocated to tasks. This was achieved by labelling the
bars in the Tracking Gantt and colour coding the Network diagrams accordingly. Also a
breakdown of the tasks was performed and a list of each disciplines tasks were given to
the relevant members of the group. This aided the feedback process and helped in
creating a more accurate project overview. The data that went into the last Project
Analysis can be seen in [Appendix 5, Figure 7, parts 1 & 2).

3.4.3.1 The Management of Change

It was soon realised at the beginning to the project that deadlines and tasks were likely to
change, therefore it was the job of the project manager to be constantly aware of any
obstacles that may arise. This involved the constant monitoring of the progress of each
task and was aided by allocating other members of the group as chairmen of particular
sections, see Section 3.5. This enabled responsibility to be shared and efficiency to be
increased, as the chairmen of particular groups would be able to set more reasonable
deadlines, create new tasks and dismiss wasteful activities. By having these chairmen the
group as a whole communicated better and group meetings were more effective as
smaller issues were resolved within the subgroups.

3.5 Revised Group Structure

As discussed in the preceding section the group was segregated and overall
responsibility was shared. There were four distinct groups or disciplines; Control /IMU,
Propulsion, Electrical Power Systems, and Platform Structure. These groups each had
their own section within the meetings as can be seen in the Agendas and Minutes
[Appendices 2 and 3]. Figure 3.5.1 shows the new group structure and the members
within each group.
LD
Overall Chairman

KL
Control / IMU
Chairman

KL

RF

AT
Electrical Power
Systems Chairman

RH
Propulsion Chairman

LD

RCH

RH

AT

CP

LD

AT

JMB

JM

RH

CP
Platform Structure
Chairman

LD

CP

RH

JM

Figure 3.5.1.Revised Group Structure
Although this predominantly takes the appearance of a Hierarchical structure, or matrix
organisation, it still maintained the practice of a flat structure with constant horizontal
communication between the subgroups.

3.6 Conclusions

The four main stages of the project planning process were completed successfully. These
include; identifying the constituent activities, determine their logical sequence, prepare
estimates of time and resource, and present the plan in a readily intelligible format.
Despite the structure of the project analysis being well implemented, several deadlines
were not met and the project fell behind schedule. This is believed to be a result of many
factors.
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One factor that was evident was the group’s perceptions of deadlines. For if a project is
to succeed, the actual progress will have to match or beat planned progress. The majority
of the tasks were only fully attempted just before the set deadlines as a last minute effort.
If difficulties occurred, there was no time to overcome them before the deadline, and the
tasks would fall behind schedule. As the majority of the tasks were linked, it also
resulted in putting all the proceeding tasks behind schedule. This only had to happen a
few times before the project got into a state that was hard to get on track.
Another factor was optimistic and deliberately misleading information that skewed
forecasts of time and perceptions of performance. It is a common trait of manufacturing
firms to quote figures that are only obtainable in highly controlled environments and
then giving the perception that the same results are obtainable by the public with ease.
The result of the group being gullible in certain situations caused initial plans to be
recalibrated which took unexpected time and caused excessive delays.
The most common factors that caused the project to fall behind schedule found
throughout the duration of the project were the failure of mechanic parts, excessive time
spent debugging circuitry, and other module commitments.
After being involved with the management of the project, several realisations were
made. The first realisation was that there is more to the practice of effective project
management than the application of a few sophisticated computer programs. It embodies
a framework of logical and progressive management, perceptiveness, the application of
common sense and proper organisation. The second is that no matter how experienced,
competent, enthusiastic and intelligent the person chosen for the job of project manger,
he or she cannot expect to operate efficiently alone, without adequate support and
cooperation. This obviously includes the willingness and cooperation of all the members
engaged on the project

3.7 Recommendations

There are several recommendations that are to be made. The first is to start the project as
soon as possible, and for all members to have a clear perception of the problems at hand
by reviewing the previous work done intricately. The second would be to limit the level
of detail in the project analysis. This can be achieved by grouping certain aspects of the
project together, as vast task lists can seem daunting and can deter group members from
reviewing it.
Setting deadlines, it would be beneficial to illustrate the point that deadlines are the latest
possible finish date and that all members should strive to complete work before the
deadline, and then actively seek further work. It would also be advisable for the project
manager to motivate each group member according to their personality, which in some
instances maybe by gentle persuasion and others by inducing fear and trepidation.
But above all to be aware that the average participant will appreciate being led by a
project manager who displays competence, makes clear decisions, gives precise,
achievable instructions, delegates well, listens to and accepts sound advice, is
enthusiastic and confident, and thus generally commands respect by example and
qualities of leadership.
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4 Propulsion

There were four areas that were investigated within the propulsion system these include,
Perimeter Fans, Central Fan, Duct Design, and Personalised Fan Design and
Construction

4.1 Perimeter Fans

These fans were purchased by the previous group in 2003. The main function of these
fans was to stabilise the platform. There were several components involved in making
these fans run, these include; a Plettenberg HP220/20/A4 F P4 electric motor, a Schulze
Future 32.55 speed controller, and a WeMoTec Midi Ducted Fan. Details on the
operation of these fans operate can be found in [25]. Initial testing was performed using
a PC which enabled a pulse width to be generated, which was fed into the speed
controllers [25], although this method was prone to error it did produce approximately
the same results as the previous year, i.e. that they can produce maximum thrust is just
over 2 kg. A detailed analysis of all the results can be found in [26]. This thrust limit
meant that they could only produce approximately 1-1.5 Kg of thrust each for the height
of the platform e.g. 4-6 Kg, whilst still being responsive enough to control the stability
of the platform. As a result of this more thrust must be required from the central fan.

4.2 Central Fan

This year’s central fan design was governed by the PDS. It had to incorporate an IC
engine which may eventually double as a power generator. Research was carried out on
the best options for IC engine and fan combinations [27], the best option currently
available that was within the projects budget was range was an OS91 VR-DF large head,
with the Ramtec 5 ¼ inch ducted fan unit [27]. This combination on paper was believed
to provide the necessary thrust to raise the platform i.e. 6 Kg [27]. As this engine and fan
combination would come from the US it was decided that a spare of each should be
ordered in case of failure, as a result of the long lead times expected.

4.2.1 Run-In

When the engines arrived they had to be “run-in”, this was done by following the
instructions supplied with the engine, see [Appendix 6], although a 10” propeller was
used from the onset instead of a 12” propeller, due to unavailability, and discussion with
Dr M.A. Jenkins concluded that this would still be ok to use. The rig in which the engine
was held for this “run-in” can be seen in Figure 4.2.1.1, and its design and construction
can be found in [27]. Once the engine had been “run-in” with the propeller it needed to
be “run-in” with the ducted fan unit as the instruction state it should be “run-in under the
same conditions as when put to full use” [Appendix 6], therefore the fan unit was
constructed and attached to the engine [27] see Figure 4.2.1.2.

Figure 4.2.1.1. Propeller “Run-in” Setup

Figure 4.2.1.2. Ducted Fan “Run-in” Setup
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4.2.2 Testing

After run-in had been completed the engine was mounted into a vertical position on a
new rig, this new rig was adaptation of the previous years test rig. The design and
construction of this rig can be found in [27]. The rig exhibited a “see-saw” action which
enabled a set of scales to be placed at one end, which in turn would measure the exact
thrust from the engine. This was possible as the moments about the centre were made the
same by the addition of a counter weight.
Initial testing was done to see how many revolutions per minute (RPM) there were being
generated from the engine; this was done by the use of strobe which was held over the
fan unit as it was running. This proved that the engine was not running out of the
specified limits. After the initial testing was done, thrust readings were taken and
matched to RPM values, these can be found in [27]. The next set of tests involved
changing fuel mixtures; this was done in two ways. The first way was to increase the
nitro content of the fuel, which in theory should increase the performance, at the expense
of decreasing the engines life. The second way is to change the needle valve settings,
which alters the fuel to air ratio, causing the engine to run either “richer” i.e. more fuel
less air, or “leaner” i.e. less fuel more air.
Initially the fuel was 10% nitro, this was then changed for 16% nitro and tested under the
same conditions. The results concluded that the change in performance was not
significant enough to be conclusive that the fuel mixes make any difference [Appendix
7]. Further information on the analysis of this can be found in [27]. The needle valve was
set by the manufacturers at a specific point that would be optimal for engine “run-in” i.e.
slightly “rich”. This setting was adjusted by 2, 4 and 8 clicks in both the clockwise and
anticlockwise directions. This unlike the change in mixes did cause a significant
difference. The results of this test can be found in Graph 4.2.2.1 [Appendix 7].
Graph showing thrust vs mixture
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Graph 4.2.2.1. Effect of Changing the Fuel to Air Ratio

4.2.3 Conclusion

The conclusion of this initial testing with the ducted fan was that the manufactures were
wrong in their estimates, as only a maximum of 4.1 Kg was ever achieved. Therefore
another method of increasing the thrust from this fan was required or alternatively a
completely new IC and fan combination. This led to the investigation of duct design.
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4.3 Duct Design

In theory by channelling the airflow into and out of the fan correctly the performance
should be increased. This should happen as there is less interference with linear flow.
More information on the theory behind duct design can be seen in [27] and [28].

4.3.1 Duct Construction

The ducts used in the testing were made of thick card and were held together by duct
tape. The design and construction of these ducts can be found in [28]. In total there were
several designs, which include both top and bottom ducts. The five main top ducts that
were used in testing can be seen in Figure 4.3.1.1. The numbering of these ducts goes
from 5-1, from left to right respectively.

Figure 4.3.1.1. Different Top Ducts
Two different bottom ducts were made, one in which the area throughout the duct was
attempted to be maintained and the other where the area became bigger.

4.3.2 Duct Testing

The ducts were secured onto the current ducted unit by duct tape. Different combinations
of the ducts were tested, it was found that the bottom ducts decreased the average thrust
substantially and the top ducts increased the thrust characteristics. The best result
obtained was with duct 4 alone, this gave a thrust of 5.1 Kg. Figures 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.2
illustrates the duct testing setup. Further information on the results of the duct testing can
be found in [Appendix 7] [27] [28].

4.3.3

Conclusion

Figure 4.3.2.1. Combination of Ducts

4.3.3 Conclusion

Figure 4.3.2.2. Top Duct Alone

The top ducts increased the performance up to a certain height, but the performance
increase has to greater than the weight of the duct. This testing also proved the bottom
ducts to be detrimental, and indicated that they should not be used. I would suggest that
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proper ducts are made, to precise measurements and then tested before a final conclusion
can be reached on which height is optimum.

4.4 Personalised Fan

It was believed that the current fan constructions on the market are not as efficient as
possible; therefore a dedicated member of the group devoted all their resources to
designing and simulating a fan design which would greatly increase the performance
from the same engine currently used. More information on the design, simulation and
possible construction methods can be found in [29].

4.4.1 Conclusion

Currently the full details of this design have not been disclosed; therefore for further
information see [29].

4.5 Problems Involved with Propulsion Testing

The vibrations of the engine caused many problems. It resulted in many mechanical
failures of the structure, examples include; screws shearing off, cracks appearing and
propagating, hex bolts loosening, glow-plugs braking and loosening and many more.
Some of these failures can be seen in Figure 4.5.1.

Figure 4.5.1. Component Failures
The result of all these component failures was that much more time than anticipated was
spent achieving trivial test results. This coupled with the testing time restrictions placed
on the group, forced the progress to fall far behind schedule.

4.6 Overall Propulsion Conclusion

After performing the tests on the IC engine and perimeter fans, it was evident that there
would not be enough lift generated to raise the platform. It also demonstrated that
controlling the IC engine accurately, would be a near impossible task as it constantly
“hunts”, i.e. the RPM of the engine never stayed constant. Therefore it was hard to
determine which solution would be best. I believe the best cause of action would be to
pursue with the top ducts and alter the fuel settings so that maximum thrust is gained.
Failing that I would suggest the investigation of Gas Turbine engines as the power the
weight ratio far exceeds that of any IC engine, for more details on Gas Turbines see [27].
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Control

The control system is necessary to stabilise the platform and control the height at which
the platform must fly. Height and stability control were investigated as they form part of
the performance requirements in the initial PDS.
The control of the platform was split into four discrete sections. These sections are
illustrated in Figure 5.1. The sensors have to be able to provide information on the
platform’s attitude and displacement. The control signals are manipulated signals from
the sensors. These signals can be fed into the control implementation process. The
control theory dictates the way in which the control signals must be used in order to give
the desired effect on the physical system i.e. the platform.

Sensors
Control Signals
Manipulation
ut
In p

Inp

ut

Control
Implementation

Output

Effect on
Physical System

Control Theory

Figure 5.1.Control Structure
This report investigates the sensors involved in the control system and the way in which
the signals were manipulated to give the desired output for the control implementation.
The following sections refer to the right-handed axis set, where Roll is defined by
rotation about the x-axis, Pitch about the y-axis, and Yaw about the z-axis. This system
can be seen in Figure 5.2.
Z

Figure 5.2. Right-handed Axis Set
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5.1 Sensor Research

In order for the control system to be able to monitor and consequently change the
movements of the platform, a number of sensors were required. Research was performed
into the various sensor and sensor systems that may be applicable for the control system
and these are detailed below.

5.1.1 Accelerometers

Accelerometers are sensors and instruments for measuring, displaying and analyzing
acceleration and vibration [30]. They measure the inertia force generated when a mass is
affected by a change in velocity. They are composed of three main elements, a mass, a
suspension mechanism, and a sensing element that returns an observation proportional to
the acceleration of the mass [31].
Accelerometers can have from one axis to three axes of measurement, the multiple axes
typically being orthogonal to each other [32]. These devices work on many operating
principles. The most common types of accelerometers are piezoelectric, capacitance,
null-balance, strain gauge, resonance, piezoresistive and magnetic induction.
As accelerometers measure acceleration in one or more axis, they can also be used to
measure displacement, as displacement is the double integral of acceleration over time
according to calculus, as shown in Equations 1 and 2 [33].
t

v(t) =

⌠
 a dt + C
⌡

(1)

0

t

r(t) =

⌠
 v dt + D
⌡

(2)

0

Where:
a = acceleration of a mass
v = velocity of a mass
r = displacement of a mass
C and D = constants of integration
Three main features must be considered when selecting accelerometers are amplitude
range, frequency range, and ambient conditions. Acceleration amplitude range is
measured in Gs (9.81m/s-2), whereas frequency is measured in Hz. For the ambient
conditions, such things as temperature should be considered, as well as the maximum
shock and vibration the accelerometers will be able to handle. This is the rating of how
much abuse the device can stand before it stops performing, which is entirely different
from how much vibration or acceleration accelerometers can measure.

5.1.2 Gyroscopes

Gyro sensors are commonly used for angular measurement. The output of a gyro is
proportional to the rotation velocity that it is subject to. There are several types of gyros
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currently available on the market they all vary in accuracy and price. The most widely
used are Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) gyros, e.g. a revenue of $279
million in 2002 and an expected revenue of $396 million in 2007 [34]. MEMS sensors
measure angular rate using the Coriolis force.
It is important to note that a rate sensor cannot measure an angle or orientation by itself.
It only measures rotational motion. To obtain the angle, the angular rate has to be
integrated over time, which in turn gives an angle as a function of time. This can be seen
in Equation (3) [35].
t

⌠
(t) =  ω( t) dt + D
⌡

(3)

0

Where:
= angle of which the mass has rotated
= angular velocity at which the mass is rotating
D = integration constant
The main features to be considered when selecting angular rate gyros are the scale factor
and drift. The scale factor describes the capability of the gyro to accurately sense angular
velocity at different angular rates. Gyro drift characterises the ability of the gyro to
reference all rate measurements to the nominal zero rate output.

5.1.3 Inertial Measurement Units

An inertial measurement unit is a complete six degree of freedom measurement system
that consists of an internal sensor array of rate gyros and accelerometers, usually three of
each, that enable it to provide rotational rate and acceleration about the x, y, and z axis.
Most inertial measurement units are constructed in “strap-down” configuration, which
means that the gyros and accelerometers are normally fixed to a common chassis and are
not actively controlled on gimbals to align themselves in a pre-specified direction. This
design has the advantage of eliminating all moving parts and is inherently more reliable
[31]. Inertial measurement units will provide the range of outputs required to perform
platform control, they are commercially available but are also high in price e.g. Omin
Instruments MT9 is £1125 [36]

5.1.4 Horizontal Auto-Levelling Device (HALs)

These devices are used within model aircraft control systems. They basically simulate an
artificial horizon by outputting a voltage corresponding to the amount of light hitting a
light detecting diode, which is positioned on a free moving gimbal. These devices were
not investigated fully as it was clear that there are none accurate and fast enough for the
purposes of a flying platform.

5.1.5 Fluxgate Compass

A Fluxgate compass is a magnetic heading sensor generally used for pleasure craft and
coastal fishing. Some new fluxgates like PG-500 consists of a fluxgate sensor, solid-state
rate gyroscope, processor and serial data interfaces. “The sensor detects the heading
relative to the magnetic north as induced within the fluxgate coils by terrestrial
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magnetism” [37]. Fluxgates can be very accurate and are good for determining the
average heading, but as discussed in Section 2.2.5 they are not responsive enough for
determining the actual angle at any given time.

5.1.6 Ultra Sonic Sensors

Ultrasonic transducers are used as range sensors for map building and collision detection
in autonomous guided vehicle (AGV) applications [31]. They typically use the speed of
sound to determine distance. As the speed of sound is accurately known, the ultrasonic
sensor can output a sound, and record the amount of time it takes to return. This
information can then be used to determine the distance, as distance is equal to speed
multiplied by time.
These will not be accurate enough for platform use due to the physics of sound
propagation. The waves suffer specular reflection, diffraction, and multi-path reflection
from oblique specular surfaces, and absorption by porous surfaces. This in turn will
create an inaccurate interpretation of the return echo.

5.2 Sensor Choice

It was apparent from the research above and the recommendations from the previous
year’s group that inertial measurement units would be the best option for the control
sensors, as they provide all the necessary outputs from a single unit. They provide
information on Pitch, Roll, and Yaw rotation that can be used for stability control. As
well as acceleration in the x, y and z-axis that can be used for height control. But due to
budgetary constraints it was believed that they would be too expensive to purchase.
However after some discussion and negotiation with BAE Systems, carried out by Dr
G.A. Lester and Dr M.A. Jenkins, it was agreed that a prototype, military grade inertial
measurement unit would be lent to the University. Therefore the group decided that this
inertial measurement unit would be incorporated into the platforms control system. It can
provide more information than currently needed, which will be advantages for future
developments.

6 SilMU0X® Inertial Measurement Unit

The SilMU0X known as the IMU from now on, provides inertial measurements in terms
of angular rate, angle increment, linear acceleration, and velocity increments in three
orthogonal axes. It also provides inclination measurements in terms of angle from the
vertical in the Roll and Pitch axes. It comprises of three silicon micro-machined
gyroscopes for angular rate measurements, three silicon accelerometers for the
measurements of linear acceleration, and two silicon accelerometers for the inclination
measurements in Roll and Pitch. The IMU also uses the right-handed axis set, a
correlation between the axis and the physical structure can be seen in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1. IMU Orientation with Respect to the Axes [38].
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The gyros are capable of measuring ± 50°/s. The accelerometers can measure up to ±15g
and the inclinometers can measure ±15° in the Roll axis and ±53° in the Pitch axis [39].

6.1 IMU Interface

Measurements of the angular rates, linear accelerations, and inclinometer angles from the
IMU are output as a serial digital data stream. This data is transmitted at a frequency of
50Hz. The serial data message consists of eleven, twenty-four bit serial words containing
the information from the gyros, accelerometers, and inclinometers.
The interface consists of three differential pair transmission lines developed in
accordance with the electrical specification of RS-422, these signals are [39]:
• Data Out
• Clock
• Sync out
The timing diagram of these signals provided by BAE systems can be seen below in
Figure 6.1.1.

Figure 6.1.1. IMU Signal Timing Diagram [39].
A clock pulse is generated for each message bit transferred in the data stream, and a
synchronisation signal is generated to mark the end of each transmitted word. Therefore
to output all the necessary information a total of 264 clock pulses and 24 sync pulses are
required.

6.2 Serial Data Message Breakdown

As discussed above there are eleven serial words each containing 24 bits. These 24 bits
can be broken down into two fields, the Header Field and the Data Field. The Header
Field is 8 bits long and contains a word identifier, Health status, and BIT status.
Although the Health and BIT status were not included in the IMU we were given and
therefore cannot be used.
The Data Field is 16 bits long and contains the inertial data. The inertial data is given in
two’s complement form which enables the information to be either positive or negative
to a resolution of 15 bits (32768 levels). The first bit of each field is transmitted least
significant bit (LSB) first. This word format is shown in Table 6.2.1.
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Header Field

2

4

5

Health

6

7

8

LSB

9

10

11

Bit

12

13

14

Data Field
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Data

MSB

Identifier

3

MSB

1

LSB

0

24

Table 6.2.1. Data Word Format [34].
The 23rd bit indicated by the yellow background is the two’s complement part of the data
field. Bits 4-7 as indicated by the red background are the bits in the header field that can
be ignored.

6.2.1 Word Identifier

The word identifier consists of four bits that can either represent a one or a zero, as the
signal is digital. Thus the word identifier can recognise up to 16 bits, although only 11 of
these will ever be used. A description of the word assignments and transmitted order can
be seen in Table 6.2.1.1.
Transmit
Order

Bit 0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1

Word Identifier
Bit 1 Bit 2

Bit3

Word Assignment
Data (16 Bits)

0
0
1
X-Axis Acceleration, Ax
1
1
0
Roll Inclinometer, Ri
1
0
1
X-Axis Gyro Rate, Gx
0
0
1
Pitch Inclinometer, Pi
1
0
1
Z-Axis Acceleration, Az
0
0
0
Temperature Data, Temp
0
1
1
Y-Axis Gyro Rate, Gy
1
1
1
BIT Data, BIT
0
1
1
Y-Axis Acceleration, Ay
1
1
1
Z-Axis Gyro Rate, Gz
0
0
0
Null Word
Table 6.2.1.1. Word Identifier Assignment [39].

Decimal
Value of
Word
Identifier
9
14
5
1
13
0
3
15
11
7
8

The sections highlighted in red are sections that can be ignored as they will not give out
any useful information as a result of them not being implemented on the IMU as
discussed earlier.
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7 IMU Decoder Design

The control implementation stage of the platform design requires analogue voltages in
order to feed control loops and operate effectively. The decision of why analogue control
was used can be found in [40] [41] and an in depth discussion on the control
implementation stage can be found in [40]. These analogue voltages also need to be
available constantly. This goes for all sensors that are used in the control implementation
stage. Therefore there are obvious problems with the current outputs from the IMU.
They are digital and they are only available for a set period of time. Therefore in order
for the IMU to be effective the signals must be manipulated in such a way that all sensor
readings are made analogue and must be available constantly.

7.1 Serial to Parallel Conversion

In order to manipulate the digital signal the 24 bit serial data word has to be split up into
the two constituent parts, the Header and Data Field. This will enable the sensor identity
and data to be worked on concurrently for reasons that will be discussed shortly.
To do this the serial data has to be converted into parallel data. The most common
method to achieve this is by using shift registers. Shift registers are comprised of a chain
of flip flops where each Q output drives the next D input, and all clock inputs are driven
simultaneously [42]. This enables the serial information to be shifted along one place
every clock cycle, and all shift register outputs are constantly available, hence converts
serial data to parallel data.
Therefore to convert the serial data word into two parallel outputs, one for each field,
three 8-bit shift registers would be required, as there are 24 bits. The set-up of the three
shift registers and can be seen in Figure 7.1.1.

Header Field

Data Field

Figure 7.1.1. Shift Register Setup
Due to high availability and low price of £0.31 [43] the 74F164A manufactured by
Fairchild Semiconductor™ was chosen to be the most suitable for this application. For
more information on the 74F164A see [Appendix 8]
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7.2 Digital to Analogue Conversion

Once the data word has been split up and the data field is available in parallel format, it
needs to be converted from a digital signal to an analogue signal. The most obvious way
of doing this is to use a Digital to Analogue Converter (DAC). For the purpose of a DAC
is to convert a quantity specified as a binary number to a voltage or current proportional
to the value of the digital input [44].
After research the DAC found to be most suitable for this purpose was the DAC712
manufactured by Burr-Brown. This was because this DAC it was relatively cheap at
£17.40 [43], it is capable of receiving 16-bit parallel data in the two’s complement form,
and it has a quick conversion time. Other advantages are its output voltage range of
±10V which would provide a good range of voltages depending on the input, and it has
also got GAIN and OFFSET adjustments that can easily be trimmed by potentiometers.
For more information on the DAC712 see [Appendix 9]

7.3 Word Identity Decoder

As discussed in Section 6.2.1 there are 4 bits in the header field that identifies which
sensor the data is coming from. To be useful this identifier will have to be decoded and
then used as a chip select. The simplest way to achieve this is by using a 4-16 decoder,
as it takes four inputs i.e. the identifier, and outputs only one output at a time depending
on the configuration of the inputs. This is illustrated in Table 6.2.1.1., where the decimal
value of the identifier word will correspond to that particular output pin. See Figure
7.3.1. for a typical example with an input of 3.
Output
Input
MSB
LSB

0
0
1
1

4-16
Decoder

S0
S1
S2
S3

0
0
0
1
0’s

S15

0

Figure 7.3.1. 4-16 Decoder Example
After investigation of current 4-16 decoders it was decided that cost should be the
determining factor as they all perform the same basic function. Therefore the
CD4514BCN manufactured by Fairchild Semiconductor™ at a cost of £1.02 [43] was
chosen. More information on this chip can be seen in [Appendix 10].

7.4 Voltage Storage

As the sensor can now be identified whilst the data is being transformed into an analogue
voltage, the next step is to consider how to store this voltage in an appropriate place.
There are 8 outputs that we are concerned with as shown in Table 6.2.1.1., therefore
there must be a minimum of 8 storage devices. After initial research with R. Forder and
discussions with M. Horwood and Dr G.A. Lester it was decided that sample and hold
amplifiers (S/H) should be used. The basic ingredients of an S/H circuit are op-amps,
capacitors and a FET switch. Basically a voltage is fed into the S/H during the sample
stage, and a capacitor is charged. Then when the hold stage is executed i.e. FET switch
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disconnected, the capacitor holds the voltage that it got to. The trade off in S/H circuits is
between the acquisition times, the time in which it takes to charge the capacitor, and the
“droop” rates, the rate at which the capacitor loses voltage. A diagram of sample and
hold steps and the concept of acquisition time and droop rate is shown in Figure 7.4.1.

Figure 7.4.1. Sample and Hold Relationships [45]
When selecting an S/H the determining factors were, low acquisition time, ±10V voltage
range, and price. Based on these factors the HA-5320 manufactured by Harris
Semiconductor was chosen. They were purchased in a quantity of 10 to get a discounted
price of £4.64 each instead of £5.80 [43] and allow for spares. For more information on
the HA-5320 see [Appendix 11].

7.5 Decoder Interface

As discussed in Section 6.1 the IMU outputs information in RS-422 format. Therefore to
get a clean signal into the IMU decoder a RS-422 decoder was required to take the dual
output from the IMU and output a single line which displays accurate TTL logic level.
The chip chosen for this application was an MC3486 quadruple differential line receiver
with 3 state outputs, manufactured by Texas Instruments at a cost of £1.08 [43].The
determining factors were that it can take 3 sets of inputs and it was inexpensive. For
more information on the MC3486 see [Appendix 12].

7.6 Decoder Component Relationship and Timing

After all the main parts of the IMU decoder were selected the next stage was to work out
how each chip would interact with the others. This involved understanding the
requirements for each pin on every chip. Also the timing of the whole circuit was crucial
as the data has to be decoded concurrently and placed into the correct chips at the correct
time. All the timing had to work from the sync and clock signals of the IMU.
One example to illustrate this is the S/H control pin. As each S/H is set to hold the
voltage from a particular sensor this pin must be controlled in some way by the 4-16
decoder. This pin effectively tells the S/H to ‘sample’ when a logic level of zero is
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present and to ‘hold’ when the logic level is one. Therefore the S/H control line must be
taken low after the data has been converted by the DAC and the DAC output is present
on the S/H input. It also must remain low for the duration of the acquisition time of the
S/H, which is dependent on the external hold capacitors. The control pin must also bare
some relationship to the sync line as the sync indicates when all the information from a
sensor has been sent.
The way in which this was achieved can be seen in Figure 7.6.1. It required the use of a
monostable, a NAND gate and a NOT gate. The NOT gate inverts the sync for the write
pin on the DAC as it is active low, this makes sure that all the information on the DAC
gets converted and is made available on the S/H input. The sync also goes to a
monostable which outputs an increased pulse length of the sync. The length of this pulse
is set by the RC constant which has to be greater than the S/H acquisition time. This new
sync is then input into a dual NAND gate with the 4-16, so that when the new sync pulse
is high and the output from the 4-16 Decoder is high, the S/H will sample. Then when
the new sync pulse stops the S/H will hold its voltage until it needs to sample again.

WR

Sync

DAC

RC Time Constant

Input voltage
from DAC

Monostable
4-16
Decoder
S/H Control line

S/H

Figure 7.6.1. S/H control Pin Example
The details of the exact relationships between all the chips and the necessary steps taken
to ensure that all the timing is correct can be seen in [41]. More information on the
Monostable and NAND Gates can be found in [Appendix 13] and [Appendix 14]
respectively.
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8 IMU Decoder Construction

After all the chips and components had been decided upon and their relationships were
determined, the physical construction was done. This involved drafting all the
connections between the chips and the power supplies. To do this a detailed analysis of
all the data sheets was performed. The datasheets used can be seen in [Appendices 8-14].
Initial construction to see if the design would work was done using matrix board and
wire wrapping techniques. Then final construction was performed on Veroboard using
soldering techniques. Both versions of the decoder used Wire Wrap (WW) sockets and
IC sockets so that the risk of damaging the chips was decreased.

8.1 IMU Decoder Wire Wrap Version

The WW technique was used as the test version as it was believed to be quick and easy,
as it would eliminate the problems of dry solder joints and track cutting which are
associated with other methods. Construction started by getting a single piece of matrix
board and then placing all the necessary WW sockets on it, in a logical order as to
minimise the length of wire required. Then unwanted areas of the matrix board were
broken off, this reduced the size of the board which would be more suitable for platform
use.
Once all the chips and components were placed, a diagram of all the chips and their pin
descriptions was made, but in the reverse of the front view, as all the wiring would have
to be done on the back of the board [Appendix 15, Figure 15.1]. From this diagram the
chips were connected up using a colour coding system which would allow for easy
tracking of wires. The colour coding system used was:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Black = Ground
Red = 5V
Pink = 15V
Blue = -15V
Purple = Data before DAC
Green = Sync
White = Clock
Yellow = Data after DAC

Initial construction was slow as a result of having to count the pins on each chip before a
wire was wrapped; this was done to make sure that the wire was correctly placed. The
pace of construction increased as more wired were added as there were less pins to get
mistaken with and the speed of attachment increased with practice. The early stages of
construction can be seen in Figure 8.1.1a and the later stages of construction can be seen
in Figure 8.1.1b.
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Figure 8.1.1b. Later Stages in Construction

As can be seen from Figure 8.1.1a and 8.1.1b, the back of the board becomes very
untidy. This makes the tracking of wires very difficult as there can be up to 10 wires
overlapping in certain areas.
During construction alterations had to be made due to initial mistakes at the design
process, therefore the layout had to be changed. This involved unwrapping, moving, and
rewrapping many of the current components to accommodate for new ones. It would
have been easier to implement these changes if the board hadn’t been reduced in size.
Moving these components was a timely task and involved more work than initially
anticipated. As each wire was cut to approximately the exact size required. Moving the
component normally required adding a completely new wire as the old one was often
found to be too short. If the wire was still the right length it would sometimes brake upon
rewrapping as the wire suffers from fatigue. Most pins also had more than one wire on
them, so to remove one wire it often required the unwrapping of many more or the
cutting of the existing wire which once again could make it too short.
The final front view of the decoder can be seen in Figure 8.1.2. This clearly shows the
limited space that was worked in. There are 4 inputs going into the board which were
designed to power the board i.e. ±15V, Ground, 5V. There were another 3 inputs which
come from the IMU i.e. Clock, Sync, and Data. Finally there were 8 outputs coming
from the board one from each S/H.

S/H Outputs

Power Supply Inputs
Monostable

Sample and Hold
Amplifiers

4-16 Decoder

Shift Registers

Digital to Analogue
Converter

NAND Gate used
as a NOT Gate

NAND Gates

IMU Inputs

Figure 8.1.2. WW Final Construction
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The outputs pins were connected in a logical sequence in order to establish which pin
was which sensor. This sequence can be seen in Figure 8.1.3.
Accelerometers

X

Y

Z

Gyroscopes

X

Y

Inclinometers

Z Roll Pitch SPARES

Figure 8.1.3. Logical Output Sequence

8.1.1 WW Decoder Testing and Debugging

There were several different methods used for testing. The first was a continuity check
across the pins, without the chips in their sockets. This was done to make sure that the
majority of pins were connected up correctly and that there were no short circuits. It also
pointed out any bad connections. After this was done and everything appeared to be in
order, the shift registers were inserted into their correct positions. Then a simple push
button testing board was constructed [41]. The board consisted of two push buttons, one
for clock and one for sync, a dil switch to set the input bit, and a monostable to stop the
switches bouncing. This was used in conjunction with an oscilloscope to check all the
outputs from the shift registers when a set signal was inserted, see Figure 8.1.1.1.
Information on the values inserted by the push button method and the expected results
can be found in [41]. After the shift registers were checked and were working, the 4-16
Decoder was inserted and this was also checked and found to be working. Then finally
the DAC and the S/H were inserted and tested, initially these did not give out the
expected outputs. This resulted in analysing the data sheets and circuit diagram further.
As a result several wiring and design faults were found. These were rectified and testing
was carried out again, but still several aspects of the decoder were not working correctly.

Figure 8.1.1.1. WW Test Setup
It was not understood why some of the S/Hs were not working correctly, first
impressions were that it was a timing fault. As the test board was very restricted in its
functions another method of testing was required. This brought about the IMU emulator.
The IMU emulator is PIC which has been programmed to simulate the timing of the
IMU whilst outputting a set range of voltages on each S/H, its design and construction
can be found in [25], the emulator is also discussed further in Section 8.2.1.
As A.Tombling designed and constructed the emulator, he was present at its first testing
with the WW decoder. Initially when the emulator was first connected the decoder did
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not output for expected results. This gave the indication that there were still some
inaccuracies in the circuit design. Therefore a further collaborated analysis of the circuit
design and datasheets was performed, this once again proved to be useful as several
more wiring and design faults were found, which had been overlooked before.
Finally all the corrections were made and testing was carried out by both the basic push
button method and emulator and the decoder was found to work.

8.2 IMU Decoder Veroboard Version

Once all the initial errors had been discovered using the WW version it was decided that
a Veroboard version should be made, as it would be more suitable for platform use. It
would be more suitable for platform use because the connections on the WW version
were likely to come loose when subject to the vibrations from the IC engines.
Once again before construction started, IC sockets were placed on the Veroboard to
establish chip position. It took a considerable amount of time to position the sockets, it
was done in such a way that the copper tracks on the Veroboard were used to the
maximum efficiency, which in turn reduces the number of external wires that are needed
and the amount of tracks that had to be cut. This time sufficient space was made
available so that if the board needed adding to it would not be too difficult to do so. After
the chip placement was decided upon a detailed circuit diagram was hand drawn with the
chips positioned exactly the same as they are positioned on the board [Appendix 15,
Figure 15.2].
Construction was a timely process and it involved a lot of care and concentration.
Attention was paid to all solder joints to make sure they were not ‘dry’ and care was also
taken not to accidentally solder tracks together. Masking tape was added to the board in
order to label the chips and the various power supply lines. A great deal of effort was
also put into keeping the board as neat and tidy as possible so that if debugging were
necessary it should be relatively easy to do. The completed Circuit can be seen in Figure
8.2.1. The completed version with the components labelled can be seen in [Appendix 15,
Figure 15.3].

Figure 8.2.1. Veroboard Final Construction
The wires were colour coded as follows:
• Red = 5V
• Black = 0V (of the 5V supply)
• Pink = 15V
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Brown = 0V (of the 15V supply)
Blue = -15V
Yellow = Data from the 4-16 Decoder & NAND gates
Orange = Data from the S/H to the outputs
Grey = Feed back loop within the circuit (S/H mainly)
Purple = Data from the IMU and the Shift registers
Green = Sync from the IMU
White = Clock from the IMU

Note that the two 0V grounds were connected together and several decoupling capacitors
were added to the supply rails, after conversations with Dr G.A. Lester and J. Andrews
and further research [46], the decoupling capacitors chosen were, 10 f electrolytic and
100nf ceramic.
After all the wires were attached, the tracks of the Veroboard were broken, so that all the
tracks used were as short as possible. This was done to make sure that there were no
accidental short circuits, and it also reduced the level of unwanted noise.

8.2.1 Veroboard Decoder Testing and Debugging

Once again a continuity test was performed first. As a result a very small amount of
wiring errors were highlighted, which were consequently fixed. Then the next stage of
testing was to use the push button test board, more details on the procedure taken can be
seen in [41]. This found a few more minor errors, but this was expected due to the
number of wire connections present, and again these were consequently fixed. The
debugging of this board was a lot simpler, as all of the design faults had been discovered
in the previous WW version. Also it was a lot easier to follow the tracks and wires due to
the better layout, although this layout did utilise a lot of space.
After the Veroboard decoder was tested with the push button test board and was working
as expected, the IMU emulator was attached and all the outputs were viewed on an
oscilloscope. See Figure 8.2.1.1a and 8.2.1.1b.

Figure 8.2.1.1a. Emulator Test Setup

Figure 8.2.1.1b. Oscilloscope Outputs
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The top oscilloscope in Figure 8.2.1.1b shows the data coming out of the emulator and
the bottom oscilloscope shows the level of one of the output pins. Each pin was tested
and compared to the expected output. The output pins should all remain at a constant
voltage for the emulator was designed to repeat a signal, which set each of the output
pins to different levels. These levels can be seen in Table 8.2.1.1.
Output Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Sensor
X, Accelerometer
Y, Accelerometer
Z, Accelerometer
X, Gyro
Y, Gyro
Z, Gyro
Roll Inclinometer
Pitch Inclinometer

Voltage (V)
2.5
5
7.5
-5
-7.5
-2.5
10
-10

Table 8.2.1.1. Emulator Voltage Assignment
After a few minor alterations to the circuit and the calibration of the potentiometers was
done [41] all the outputs from the emulator corresponded to the expected values.
The results of this initial testing meant that the decoder circuit was now fully functional
to our knowledge. Therefore the prerequisite of the IMU testing had been complete.
Before the IMU could be tested the RS-422 interface had to be made as well as a 20 pin
connector to connect onto the IMU, details of this construction can be found in [41],
Figure 8.1.2.2 shows the RS-422 construction and Figure 8.1.2.3 shows the 20 pin
connector.

Figure 8.2.1.2. RS-422 Interface

Figure 8.2.1.3. 20 Pin Connector

Once the interface was complete the IMU was attached and the outputs were viewed.
The results that were obtained were not expected see Figure 8.2.1.4. Instead of the
outputs being at constant 0V for the accelerometers and gyros, whilst the IMU is
stationary, it was all very unstable. The same applied to the inclinometers, there was no
obvious correlation between the movements of the IMU and the output from the decoder.
The first action taken was to try and reduce any noise levels present on the board by
adding more decoupling capacitors and making the tracks as short as possible.
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Figure 8.2.1.4. Decoder with SilMU0X Output
The noise levels were reduced but it still did not solve the problem. The next stage which
was successful was to use a Data Analyzer. A Sony Tektronix 308 Data Analyzer was
used to determine what was in the header field i.e. what identity words was the IMU
inputting into the decoder. The trigger of the analyzer was attached to the sync line to
make sure that all the data had been clock through before sampling occurred. Four
sample lines were attached to the input on the 4-16 Decoder and the ground was attached
to the ground on the board, see Figure 8.2.1.5. When the analyzer sampled the results
viewed were not expected, see Figure 8.2.1.6. The most significant bit of the identity
word was never high; this implied that either the data analyzer was not working correctly
or that the information never got into the last bit of the shift register.

Figure 8.2.1.5. Data Analyzer Connections

Figure 8.2.1.6. Initial Analyzer Output

To see if the analyzer was working correctly the IMU emulator was attached, this proved
conclusively that the data analyzer was working correctly and that there should be high
pulses in the most significant bit.
The next plan of action was to connect the IMU back up and record all the values in the
identity segment of the header field when the sync was triggered, this was done in Hex.
Then a table was constructed which consisted of 24 rows, one for each of the data bits,
and 15 columns, 11 for each of the serial words plus 3 to see if the pattern repeats.
The trigger of the data analyser was then attached to the clock, which would show value
of the identifier after every clock pulse. The data analyser was turned on and data was
then input into the table constructed so that the rows in the table would represent the
sequence of transmission. From this table it could be seen that the sequence that was
obtained when the sync was triggered was on row 24, which would be correct, but it also
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showed that the sequence that was expected was on row 1 which indicated that data was
1 clock cycle behind.
After further investigation of the timing diagram, it was realised that the data was
clocked in on the negative clock edge. The IMU emulator worked because it was built to
our initial interpretation of the IMU operation. To rectify the problem the clock was
inverted before it went into the shift registers, and the strobe on the 4-16 Decoder was
triggered off the sync instead of the clock. After these alterations, it could be seen that
the decoder worked with the IMU and the output pins were giving the results expected.
The final circuit diagram can be found in [Appendix 15 Figure 15.4]
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9 IMU Testing

After it was established that the IMU decoder circuit worked, more meaningful results
were required to see how well the IMU would work within the control system. This
involved many aspects, the first was to build a test rig that would enable accurate
measurements to be taken, the second was to design and build integrator circuits that
would be able to convert the acceleration from the accelerometers into displacement for
the height measurements and the rotational velocity from the gyros into angles for tilt
measurements. This report mainly focuses on the design and construction of the test rig
and covers some aspects of the testing, the design and construction of the integrator
circuits can be found in [41].

9.1 IMU Test Rig

To test the IMU accurately a rig was needed. The requirements of the rig were that it had
to hold the IMU in the correct orientation and maintain it with no intervention. It had to
be able to rotate the IMU in the Pitch and Roll axes, with the rotation point being at the
centre of gravity (CG) of the IMU. It had to have a measuring device in order to obtain
the angle of rotation of up to ±90°, and it also had to accommodate for the connector and
wires.
There were several initial designs, but due to time constraints the simplest design was
chosen. It consisted of base unit, a 2-Axis rotational centre piece, and a clamping
mechanism, the CAD designs can be seen in [Appendix 16]. The base unit comprised of
three parts, a bottom section for stability and two side sections at right angles to the base
to hold the centre piece. The side sections had a semi-circular groove at the top with a
radius of 3mm, which allowed a rod of 6mm diameter to be placed and held.
The centre piece comprised of three parts, a large section which would accommodate the
IMU, it contained four holes, a large centre hole for the IMU to protrude through, and
three smaller holes to allow the IMU to be bolted on. The large section also had a
circular section of a set depth cut out in which the IMU would sit it order to get the CG
in the very centre of the section. It also contained two 6mm rods placed at either side to
allow for Pitch rotation. The two smaller sections of the centre piece were attached onto
the large section at right angles and each had a 6mm rod protruding from them, this
enabled Roll rotation.
The clamping mechanism enabled the centre piece to be rotated with an initial force, and
then stay at that position. It consisted of two sections which screw onto the base unit,
each section also has a 3mm radius groove enables the 6mm rod to be placed between it
and the base unit. The ease of rotation is dependant on how tight these sections are
tightened.
Before the structure was constructed, the dimensions of the IMU were obtained both by
physical measurement and by the drawing provided by BAE Systems. These
measurements were then used to create an AutoCAD drawing [Appendix 16]. Figure
10.1.1 shows a rendered version of the drawing which will enable rotation in the Roll
Axis. After the drawing was complete construction started, the material used was wood
as it is relatively easy to work with and the structure would not be subject to large forces.
A ban saw was used to cut out the sections, a pillar drill was used to drill all the holes
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and grooves, and a lathe was used to extract out the circular section of a set depth in the
large centre section. The components of the rig can be seen in Figure 9.1.2.

Figure 9.1.1 Rendered CAD Drawing

Figure 9.1.2 Components before Assembly

The components were attached together using right angled brackets and 4mm wood
screws, and 5mm wood screws were used to clamp the centre piece down. The last
component to add to the structure was a protractor, in which a 6mm hole was drilled
through its centre. It was attached to the left hand side section of the base unit using
UHU glue, its centre was positioned so that it was directly in line with the CG of the
IMU. Lines were then drawn on the edges of centre sections which indicated the planes
about the CG. This was found to provided an adequate level of accuracy, see Figure
9.1.3. The completed structure can be seen in Figure 9.1.4.

Figure 9.1.3 Accuracy of Measurement

Figure 9.1.4 Final Construction

The test rig was found to be more than suitable to be used for the testing the IMU. Its
main limiting factor was that it could not easily test the Z-gyros i.e. Yaw, but this could
be over come.

9.2 Testing and Conclusions

There were a total of eight sensors that needed testing. This report concentrates on the
inclinometers to see if the decoder circuit and test rig were successful in performing their
functions. Further testing of all the outputs, and detailed analysis of all the test results
can be found in [41].
To test the inclinometers the IMU was placed in the test rig and then attached to the
decoder circuit. The Roll inclinometer was tested first; to do this a multi-meter was
attached to the Roll inclinometer output pin which enabled a voltage to be read. The
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IMU was then rotated until the multi-meter read 0V; this then formed the centre from
which to rotate the IMU. This centre was at 87° according to the protractor. The IMU
was then rotated to ±70° at 1° increments and measurements were recorded. The results
of this test can be seen in Graph 9.2.1. This process was then repeated for the Pitch
inclinometer where the centre is at 91°. The results of this test can be seen in Graph
9.2.2.
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Graph 9.2.1 Roll Inclinometer Results
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Graph 9.2.2 Pitch Inclinometer Results

This testing proved that the decoder circuit worked as it constantly output a set voltage
corresponding to the angle of inclination. It also confirmed that the test rig design was
successful as the orientation of the IMU could be changed by 1° increments with ease
and the IMU held its position with no intervention. Pictures of the Pitch inclinometer
testing can be seen in Figures 9.2.1 and 9.2.2.

Figure 9.2.1 Pitch Inclinometer (+°)

Figure 9.2.2 Pitch Inclinometer (-°)

During the testing of the accelerometers and gyros it was discovered that the majority of
the sensors have been internally compensated [41]. Therefore the expected results were
not obtained. T. Moy from BAE systems was unfortunately unable to provide more
information on the algorithms that have been implemented, which in turn has reduced
the range of outputs that can be used or manipulated. For more information on this see
[41]. The recommendations for next year would be to either use another IMU in which
there is no internal compensation, or to use one which has internal compensation and the
documentation to back it up. Failing that I would advise next years group to use a single
sensor arrangement as was done in the previous year, but to use the latest gyros and
accelerometers as technological advances have improved the quality of these
components significantly over the last year.
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10 Overall Conclusion

In Conclusion, the design and development of a flying platform was an extremely
challenging, yet enjoyable and enormously rewarding project. Although the platform
never became airborne, a lot of the initial tasks set were completed.
The management of the project was implemented well, and the communication networks
were setup effectively. This in turn enabled the project’s progress to be viewed from
anywhere at anytime, providing a computer and an internet connection were present.
The propulsion goals were met with a degree of success, for an IC engine was purchased
and fully tested. Testing proved that the current methods would not be suitable for flying
the platform and a payload, and suggestions for further investigation were made.
The design and construction of the IMU decoder circuit was a success, for it met its
specification, which was to decode the IMU’s outputs correctly. The reason why it could
not be implemented into the control system was because of the internal compensation
algorithms implemented by BAE systems. Suggestions were made for future directions
and a good insight into the problems of design and construction were conveyed.
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Life in Service

This design
1. Must hover approximately 1 m above the ground.
2. Flight duration to be approximately 20 minutes.
3. Must remain Stable.
4. Must provide viable operating platform.
5. Must be able to carry a payload of up to 3 kg.
6. Must have the capability to have the On/Off controlled by
remote.
1. Must be capable of operating in a temperature range of -10°C
to 50°C.
2. Must be capable of operating in humid conditions and to be
water resistant when operating in light rain.
3. Must be operated in minimal air flow disturbances i.e.
minimal wind speeds.
1. Onboard battery must be easily attainable for possible
replacement, and recharging.
2. Fuel tank for internal combustion engine must also be easily
accessible for refueling.
1. Products life in service is to be approximately 5 years.

Target Production Cost

1. A budget of £1000 has been assigned to this project.

Size

1. The flying platforms dimensions to be similar to the
dimensions specified in the previous groups report.
1. Yet to be determined but should be designed for minimum
weight possible. Estimated weight including payload is approx
10 kg.
1. Materials used must have a high mechanical tolerance, and
must have as lower density as possible.

Performance

Environment

Maintenance

Weight
Materials
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This design
1. The flight must be completely autonomous.
2. The design must not a helicopter based design.
3. Must use an onboard IC engine for power generation.
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University of Exeter
School of Engineering

Agenda

for the
Flying Platform Project Meeting 34
to be held on

Thursday 04 March 2004

commencing at 10.00 am, room 102A

Circulated to: Liam Dushynsky (LD), Richard Forder (RF), Richard Holbrook (RH), Rebecca Hughes
(RCH), Kevin Lowis (KL), James Mackenzie-Burrows (JMB), Jody Muelaner (JM), Chris Pozcka (CP),
Alex Tombling (AT), Dr. Martin Jenkins (MAJ), Dr. Gary Lester (GAL).

04/03 34.1
04/03 34.2

Apologies for absence
i
ii

Minutes of previous meeting
Matters arising

04/03 34.3

Chairman’s Report

04/03 34.4

Secretary’s Report

04/03 34.5

Treasurer’s Report

04/03 34.6

i
ii
iii
iv

Control / IMU
Propulsion
Electrical Power Systems
Platform Structure

04/03 34.7

Any Other Business

04/03 34.8

Date, Time and Place of next meeting

Time Meeting Started____________

Time Meeting Finished__________
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Figure 4.1. Overview of WebCT

Figure 4.2. Most Recent updates folder
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Figure 5.1. Initial Brainstorming
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Figure 5.2. Flow of Initial Brainstorming
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Power Supply
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Figure 5.4. Initial Gantt Chart
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Figure 5.5. An Example of a Network Diagram
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Figure 5.6. An Example of a Tracking Gantt
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NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

4th Year Group Project
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TASK NAME

***Project Start***
***Read Previous Years Reports***
***Research IC Engines***
***Research Batteries***
***Research Dynamos / Generators***
***Research Power System Options***
***Research Central Fan***
***Research Fuzzy Logic***
***Investigation of Control Systems***
***Research into IMU Control Systems***
***Research Radio Control Mechanisms***
***Radio Control Circuitory Construction
***Make 1 Electric Fan / Motor Safe for Testing***
***Construct Electric Fan Testing Equipment and
Produce Test Procedures***
***Make the Rest of the Electric Fans / Motors***
***Research PWM***
***Construction of PWM Generator (from
Computer)***
***Construction of Voltage to PWM Converter (by
PIC)***
***Test Electric Fans***
***Determine Time Response Of Fan***
***Determine Average / Peak Power In Controllable
Thrust Range***
***Derive Table of Possible Systems***
***Determine PDS***
***Determine Time Of Flight / Payload Tradeoff***
***Refine Mathematical Model***
***Determine Moment Of Inertia***
***Determine Gyroscopic Forces***
***Determine Max. Differential Thrust***
***Determine Response Time Of Control Fans***
***Determine Control Mathematical Model
Parameters***
***Check Mathematical Model***
***Determine Control Process / Loop By Matlab Or
Spreedsheets
***Determine Control Response Time Of Platform
***Select Optimum System
***Research Engine Control Systems***
***Order Propulsion System Components***
***Fan Delivered***
***Engine Delivered***
"***Research IC Engine Running Operations (fuel,
run-in and start)***"
***Plan Testing Procedure for IC***
***Build Horizontal Flight Engine Run-in rig with
Prop.***
***Run-in Horizontal Flight IC with Prop.***
***Build Ducted Fan***
***Build Ducted Horizontal Fan Run-in Rig***
***Engine Run-in with Horizontal Ducted Fan***
***Design and Construct Vertical Test Rig for Thrust
Measurement***
***Test Ducted fan Thrust***
***Install Fans into Structure
***Determine Control Theory Parameters
***Make a decision on the Control System (A/D)***
***Electronic Design Of Control System***
***Construction of Control Circuitry

DUR

START

60

FINISH

PRE

1 day
5 days
6 days
29 days
21 days
21 days
16 days
11 days
56 days
10 days
103 days
5 days
25 days
6 days

Mon 13/10/03
Tue 14/10/03
Mon 03/11/03
Mon 03/11/03
Mon 03/11/03
Thu 30/10/03
Thu 13/11/03
Mon 17/11/03
Thu 23/10/03
Tue 21/10/03
Tue 21/10/03
Tue 16/03/04
Tue 21/10/03
Mon 03/11/03

Mon 13/10/03
Mon 20/10/03
Mon 10/11/03
Thu 11/12/03
Mon 01/12/03
Thu 27/11/03
Thu 04/12/03
Mon 01/12/03
Mon 12/01/04
Mon 03/11/03
Mon 15/03/04
Mon 22/03/04
Mon 24/11/03
Mon 10/11/03

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
11
2
2

56 days
16 days
14 days

Tue 11/11/03
Mon 27/10/03
Tue 18/11/03

Thu 29/01/04
Mon 17/11/03
Fri 05/12/03

14
2
16

5 days

Mon 16/02/04

Fri 20/02/04

16

1 day
1 day
1 day

Mon 08/12/03
Tue 09/12/03
Tue 09/12/03

Mon 08/12/03
Tue 09/12/03
Tue 09/12/03

"13,14,17"
19
19

1 day
1 day
1 day
2 days
1 day
1 day
1 day
1 day
1 day

Fri 12/12/03
Thu 16/10/03
Mon 15/12/03
Mon 15/12/03
Wed 17/12/03
Wed 17/12/03
Wed 17/12/03
Wed 17/12/03
Thu 18/12/03

Fri 12/12/03
Thu 16/10/03
Mon 15/12/03
Tue 16/12/03
Wed 17/12/03
Wed 17/12/03
Wed 17/12/03
Wed 17/12/03
Thu 18/12/03

"3,4,6,7"
1
"23,22"
"22,23"
25
25
"19,25"
"19,25"
"26,27,28,29"

20 days
4 days

Fri 19/12/03
Tue 20/01/04

Mon 19/01/04
Fri 23/01/04

30
31

1 day
1 day
8 days
2 days
23 days
24 days
10 days

Mon 26/01/04
Tue 27/01/04
Thu 27/11/03
Fri 05/12/03
Tue 09/12/03
Tue 09/12/03
Tue 09/12/03

Mon 26/01/04
Tue 27/01/04
Mon 08/12/03
Mon 08/12/03
Mon 12/01/04
Tue 13/01/04
Mon 22/12/03

32
"3,7,24,33"
1
"3,7"
36
36
36

10 days
5 days

Tue 23/12/03
Mon 19/01/04

Wed 07/01/04
Fri 23/01/04

"35,36,39"
40

9 days
1 day
1 day
12 days
26 days

Mon 26/01/04
Fri 06/02/04
Fri 06/02/04
Mon 09/02/04
Mon 19/01/04

Thu 05/02/04
Fri 06/02/04
Fri 06/02/04
Tue 24/02/04
Mon 23/02/04

41
42
42
44
40

5 days
1 day
1 day
1 day
51 days
7 days

Tue 24/02/04
Fri 09/04/04
Wed 28/01/04
Tue 13/01/04
Wed 14/01/04
Thu 25/03/04

Mon 01/03/04
Fri 09/04/04
Wed 28/01/04
Tue 13/01/04
Wed 24/03/04
Fri 02/04/04

46
101
"32,34"
9
50
51

Figure 5.7. Data Input for the Analysis (part 1)
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NO.
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
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TASK NAME

***Bench Testing of Control Electrical Circuits
***Determine Motor and Dynamo Requirement***
***Research Power Supply from Generator***
***Determine Electric Motor Testing Procedure***
***Build 3 Phase Test Rig***
***Build Rectifier Circuit***
***Test Electric Motors***
***Research A Second IC Engine / Generator***
***Order the Second IC Engine / Generator***
***Get Second IC Engine***
***Run-in New IC Engine***
***Research Load Levelling
***Examine Pendulum Effect On Control System***
***Research into Control Theory Stability
***Design a Spreed Sheet to Link all Control Data
***Simulation of The Platform
***Get IMU Datasheets***
***IMU Decoder Design and Order Parts***
***IMU Decoder Construction***
***Test IMU Decoder with Emulator Until it
Works***
***Get IMU***
***Use Real IMU with Decoder and Modify Until
Correct Outputs are Given
***Research New Electric motor***
***Order New Electric Motor***
***Get New Electric Motor***
***Modify Electric Motor Test Rig for New
Motor***
***Test New Electric Motor with an Electric
Motor***
***Manufacture IC Coupling and Flywheel***
***Construct IC Electric Motor Mechanical Test
Rig***
***Construct IC Electric Motor Electrical
Circuits***
***Test New IC Electric Motor with IC
***Build final Genset Mountings
***Install Genset into Platform
***Constructing a Central Fan Proposal***
***Research into Construction of Duct and
Propeller***
***Discussion with Howmet on new Fan unit***
***Basic Calculations For Possible new Central
Fan***
***CFD work on Possible new Central Fan
***Stress Calculations for Possible new Central Fan
***Make New Central Fan Prototype
***Make New Central Fan
***Platform Structure Proposals***
***First AutoCAD Drawing of Platform
Structure***
***Produce Timescale of Structural Design and
Construction
***Produce Mock-up Model of Platform
***Calculate the Distribution of Weight on the
Platform
***Vibration Considerations for the Structure
***Design New Platform Ready for Manufacture
***Construct Platform
***Get all up-to-date informaion
***Completion of Control for 2D Mathematical
Model
***Understanding the Maths to Create a 3D
Mathematical Model
***Completion of 3D Control Model
***Fly Platform

DUR

START

61

FINISH

PRE

11 days
3 days
24 days
3 days
1 day
1 day
1 day
3 days
1 day
1 day
6 days
10 days
6 days
3 days
5 days
8 days
1 day
48 days
21 days
1 day

Mon 05/04/04
Wed 10/12/03
Mon 15/12/03
Tue 20/01/04
Fri 23/01/04
Mon 26/01/04
Tue 27/01/04
Mon 26/01/04
Thu 29/01/04
Fri 30/01/04
Mon 02/02/04
Thu 05/02/04
Wed 28/01/04
Thu 29/01/04
Tue 03/02/04
Thu 12/02/04
Thu 27/11/03
Fri 28/11/03
Fri 06/02/04
Mon 08/03/04

Mon 19/04/04
Fri 12/12/03
Mon 19/01/04
Thu 22/01/04
Fri 23/01/04
Mon 26/01/04
Tue 27/01/04
Wed 28/01/04
Thu 29/01/04
Fri 30/01/04
Mon 09/02/04
Wed 18/02/04
Wed 04/02/04
Mon 02/02/04
Mon 09/02/04
Mon 23/02/04
Thu 27/11/03
Thu 05/02/04
Fri 05/03/04
Mon 08/03/04

52
"3,5,21"
54
55
56
57
58
57
60
61
62
34
34
49
66
67
1
69
70
71

1 day
14 days

Thu 12/02/04
Tue 09/03/04

Thu 12/02/04
Fri 26/03/04

1
72

2 days
1 day
15 days
1 day

Wed 28/01/04
Fri 30/01/04
Mon 02/02/04
Mon 23/02/04

Thu 29/01/04
Fri 30/01/04
Fri 20/02/04
Mon 23/02/04

59
75
76
77

1 day

Tue 24/02/04

Tue 24/02/04

78

4 days
2 days

Wed 25/02/04
Tue 02/03/04

Mon 01/03/04
Wed 03/03/04

79
80

6 days

Tue 02/03/04

Tue 09/03/04

80

5 days
5 days
1 day
11 days
3 days

Wed 10/03/04
Wed 17/03/04
Wed 24/03/04
Mon 19/01/04
Tue 03/02/04

Tue 16/03/04
Tue 23/03/04
Wed 24/03/04
Mon 02/02/04
Thu 05/02/04

82
83
84
1
"2,86"

1 day
14 days

Fri 06/02/04
Mon 09/02/04

Fri 06/02/04
Thu 26/02/04

87
88

10 days
10 days
6 days
6 days
23 days
14 days

Fri 27/02/04
Fri 12/03/04
Fri 26/03/04
Mon 05/04/04
Thu 12/02/04
Mon 23/02/04

Thu 11/03/04
Thu 25/03/04
Fri 02/04/04
Mon 12/04/04
Mon 15/03/04
Thu 11/03/04

89
90
91
92
2
2

3 days

Tue 16/03/04

Thu 18/03/04

94

3 days
3 days

Tue 16/03/04
Tue 16/03/04

Thu 18/03/04
Thu 18/03/04

94
94

3 days
5 days
10 days
1 day
11 days

Tue 16/03/04
Fri 19/03/04
Fri 26/03/04
Tue 16/03/04
Wed 17/03/04

Thu 18/03/04
Thu 25/03/04
Thu 08/04/04
Tue 16/03/04
Wed 31/03/04

94
"98,99"
100
94
102

15 days

Thu 01/04/04

Wed 21/04/04

103

20 days
1 day

Thu 22/04/04
Thu 20/05/04

Wed 19/05/04
Fri 21/05/04

104
“95,103,105”

Figure 5.7. Data Input for the Analysis (part 2)
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Appendix 6
Engine “Run-in”
Instructions
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Appendix 7
Propulsion Test
Results
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Date

Thrust

Strobe

RPM

Comments

Date

Thrust

Strobe

RPM

27/02/2004

4.1

100

20000

no duct

04/05/2004

4.645

97

19400

Comments
duct 3

01/03/2004

1.34

60

12000

no duct

4.145

100

20000

duct 3

3.9

100

20000

no duct

4.145

99

19800

duct 3

4

104

20800

no duct

4.345

102

20400

duct 5

09/03/2004

3.8

100

20000

no duct

4.245

96

19200

duct 4

10/03/2004

3.46

96

19200

no duct

3.345

100

20000

no duct

2.94

82

16400

no duct

3.62

102

20400

-4

16/03/2004

18/03/2004

19/03/2004

3.7

99

19800

no duct

3.4

98

19600

-8

3.2

90

18000

no duct

3.2

96

19200

-2

3.5

96

19200

no duct

3.53

100

20000

2

3

87

17400

no duct

3.73

102

20400

4

3.63

100

20000

no duct

3.82

103

20600

8

3.2

92

18400

no duct

3.94

102

20400

6

3.7

98

19600

no duct

3.8

100

20000

no duct

06/05/2004

3.26

100

20000

0

3.72

100

20000

no duct
no duct

2.5

98

19600

no duct

3.76

100

20000

2.8

104

20800

no duct

3.95

99

19800

duct 5

2.65

100

20000

no duct

4.4

100

20000

duct 5

0.6

49

9800

no duct

4.35

102

20400

duct 5

2.475

91

18200

no duct

4.52

100

20000

duct 4

2.9

99

19800

no duct

4.55

101

20200

duct 4

2.8

98

19600

cardboard test 3

4.26

97

19400

duct 3

3.1

100

20000

cardboard test 4

3.3

100

20000

cardboard test 4

14/05/2004

3.335

99

19800

duct 1

0.855

50

10000

no duct

3.6

99

19800

cardboard test 4

0.705

50

10000

no duct

3.8

100

20000

no duct

1.245

61

12200

no duct

22/03/2004

3.8

100

20000

top and bottom duct

2.335

80

16000

no duct

23/03/2004

4.3

100

20000

both ducts

0.34

33

6600

no duct

3.4

100

20000

bottom duct only

0.58

41

8200

no duct

27/03/2004

4.6

100

20000

duct 2

0.95

50

10000

no duct

4

100

20000

no duct

1.335

60

12000

no duct
no duct

4.8

100

20000

duct 1

1.68

67

13400

5.1

100

20000

duct 4

2.5

81

16200

no duct

3.63

99

19800

no duct

1.57

68

13600

no duct

Note: This data is the collaboration of all the propulsion test results and was compiled by R. Holbrook
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Appendix 8
Shift Register
Datasheet

Note: This Appendix may only contain certain pages of the datasheet, the full datasheet can be found at
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/9309.pdf
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Appendix 9
DAC Datasheet

Note: This Appendix may only contain certain pages of the datasheet, the full datasheet can be found at
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/1846.pdf
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Appendix 10
4-16 Decoder
Datasheet

Note: This Appendix may only contain certain pages of the datasheet, the full datasheet can be found at
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/9592.pdf
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Appendix 11
Sample and Hold
Datasheet

Note: This Appendix may only contain certain pages of the datasheet, the full datasheet can be found at
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/4435.pdf
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Appendix 12
RS-422
Datasheet

Note: This Appendix may only contain certain pages of the datasheet, the full datasheet can be found at
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/16984.pdf
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Appendix 13
Monostable
Datasheet

Note: This Appendix may only contain certain pages of the datasheet, the full datasheet can be found at
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/9595.pdf
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Appendix 14
NAND gate
Datasheet

Note: This Appendix may only contain certain pages of the datasheet, the full datasheet can be found at
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/21842.pdf
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Appendix 15
IMU Decoder
Construction
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Figure 15.1. Wire Wrapping Wiring Diagram
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Figure 15.2. Veroboard Wiring Diagram
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IMU Power Outputs

Digital to Analogue Converter

90

Monostable

Power Supply Input pins

Shift Registers

IMU Inputs

4-16 Decoder

NAND Gates

Sample and Hold
Amplifiers

Figure 15.3. Veroboard Decoder Complete

Output Pins
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Figure 15.4. Final Decoder Circuit Diagram

Note: Drafted by A. Tombling Checked by L. Dushynsky
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Appendix 16
IMU Test Rig
Construction
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Pitch
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Roll
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